Kinder2College
A legend may describe stories handed down by tradition involving
real people, places, or things.
“If you can get a little boy to look up to
you and trust you, you can get him to want to
read.” – Judge James Reese
Kinder2College focuses on enhancing the
reading/writing proficiency of young males who
attend local schools surrounding USC through a
unique curriculum. Scholars, along with their parents,
visit USC’s University Park Campus ten Saturdays a
semester for additional English Language Arts
practice. Starting in Spring 2017, we are offering a
unique opportunity for anyone over the age of 40!

What: The Kinder2College Legends program is an
opportunity for older adults to serve their community by
providing intergenerational literacy enrichment. Our goal is to
create a reciprocal learning process among scholars and
legends. K2C Legends lasts an hour during each Saturday
Academy, totaling twelve hours, including a two-hour
training. All of those who attend eight or more Saturday
Academy dates will receive a small gift of appreciation from
their mentees. Lunch is provided with their mentees (2-3) as
well as parking and transportation if needed.
Prior to the training, we would like to invite all volunteers to
Dinner, Drinks, and Details on March 4th. D3 will expand on
your how you will volunteer at Kinder2College. This will be
followed by a tour of Saturday Academy on March 11th. Other
available dates to volunteer include: March 11th, 25th, April
8th, 29th, May 13th, 20th, and June 3rd.
Who: K2C Legends program is exclusively for intergenerational adults who speak/read English
as well as desire to make a profound transformation through proficient reading in the lives of
little boys. All of the participants attend schools neighboring USC in south Los Angeles.

If you are interested in joining our “Legends in reading” please contact Sean
Taitt at 213-743-4517 or Kim Thomas-Barrios at 213-743-1591.

